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Interview with Vivian Rokeach and Dr. Leo Rokeach, Managing Directors of Lankwitzer Lackfabrik GmbH

The wheels go round and 
round
Ideally, they improve surface properties such as appearance and 
make unique effects possible; at the same time, they enhance resist-
ance to corrosion or scratching: Industrial paints and coatings 
are inseparably linked to the most diverse industrial applica-
tions. Lankwitzer Lackfabrik GmbH in Berlin is an internation-
ally leading supplier of premium coating systems. Many global 
players are thrilled by the company’s innovative solutions. 

Solvent-based paints, high-solid 

and hydro paints, UV paints – 

Lankwitzer Lackfabrik stands out 

with a comprehensive product 

portfolio that is based on seven 

solid pillars: paints for wheels, 

the automotive industry, railway 

vehicles, the cosmetics industry, 

tubes, agriculture, construction 

and earthmoving equipment, and 

industrial purposes in general. 

These different types of coating for 

different surfaces such as steel, 

stainless steel, aluminium and 

plastic are the result of a busi-

ness philosophy driven by intense 

research and development. “We 

are widely recognized for our high-

tech products developed accord-

ing to individual requirements,” 

explains Managing Director Vivian 

Rokeach. “We have earned an 

excellent reputation for innovative 

high-performance products for ag-

ricultural and construction equip-

ment, automotive parts and ac-

cessories, transportation vehicles, 

and numerous other products. It 

is thanks to our intense research 

and development department and 

our skilled employees that we are 

in the position to launch a wide 

variety of coatings tailored to the 

demanding requirements of many 

industrial applications.”

Today, Lankwitzer Lackfabrik has 

320 employees and generates an-

nual revenues of 55 million EUR 

– a figure that is set to increase in 

the future. The company’s roots 

date back to 1952 when Norbert 

and Mina Rokeach founded the 

company in Berlin-Linckwitz. In 

1974, Dr. Leo Rokeach followed 

in his father’s footsteps. Under 

his management the company 

saw substantial growth – at home 

and abroad. In 1978, Lankwitzer 

Lackfabrik first started exporting 

to the Soviet Union. From that mo-

ment on, the company has put a 

strong focus on foreign markets. In 

the 1990s, Lankwitzer Lackfabrik 

concentrated on Eastern Europe 

mainly and started establishing 

sales networks in Poland, Rus-

sia, Ukraine and Belarus. Later, 

the company seized business 

opportunities in Asia, opening a 

sales office in China in 2002 and a 

Lankwitzer Lackfabrik 
GmbH
Haynauer Strasse 61-63 
12249 Berlin 
Germany

 +49 30 768887100 
 +49 30 768887115

 berlin@lankwitzer.com 
 www.lankwitzer.com

The coating specialist has two pro-
duction sites in Germany: Berlin and 
Osterwieck 

Paints from Lankwitzer Lackfabrik of-
fer great protection – and make wheels 
shine bright

http://www.european-business.com
mailto:berlin%40lankwitzer.com?subject=European%20business%20Q3%202016
http://www.lankwitzer.com
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Modern technologies are essential for the production of premium coatings 

production site in Beijing in 2010. 

One year later, a production site in 

Sao Paulo, Brazil, was established. 

The ongoing growth spurt was 

underpinned by the acquisition of 

Osterwieck Lacke GmbH in 1992 

and Schiemann-Industrielacke 

GmbH in 2000. “A constant or-

ganic growth and targeted acqui-

sitions enabled us to constantly 

broaden our product and customer 

range,” stresses Ms. Rokeach. 

“Against this backdrop, we can-

not stress enough the importance 

of the Schiemann acquisition. It 

definitely strengthened our com-

petences in the area of UV tech-

nologies and opened up important 

new business opportunities.” UV 

paints are crucial elements of the 

product range as they offer numer-

ous advantages such as excellent 

mechanical qualities and corrosion 

protection. The paints are free of 

solvents, which makes them an 

environmentally friendly solution. 

Wheel paints come as another 

important product group. They 

generally consist of three different 

layers: priming powders, basecoats 

and transparent coatings. The 

paints are facing challenging de-

mands here as rims are exposed to 

the harshest conditions. They are 

defined by aesthetic properties, 

corrosion hardness, oil resistance 

and cleaning resistance. They pro-

tect surfaces from dirt and simply 

improve the look and life of wheels.

Gobal players such as Daimler-

Chrysler, Audi, VW, Opel, Fiat, Re-

nault, BBS, Bosch, Ronal, Uni-

wheel and Deutsche Bahn rely on 

paints manufactured and devel-

oped by Lankwitzer Lackfabrik. The 

company is a first tier supplier of 

the automotive industry and sells 

directly to OEMs in Germany and 

abroad. Exports account for 70% of 

sales. Eastern Europe, Asia and the 

United States are core markets. 

Further internationalization has top 

priority for Lankwitzer 

Lackfabrik. “We rely on a broad 

customer range and aim to sell more 

to existing customers,” says Manag-

ing Director Dr. Leo Rokeach. “At the 

moment, we are facing increasing 

market demand. Against this back-

drop, highly qualified employees 

who are capable of pushing forward 

new developments are essential. 

Fortunately, due to excellent em-

ployees, innovative products and 

services, the company’s future 

looks bright, and only a serious euro 

crisis could have a negative impact 

on our export-driven business.” ❙

Well-known earth moving equipment 
brands rely on Lankwitzer Lackfabrik 

Research and development is of utmost im-
portance for Lankwitzer Lackfabrik 

Tailor-made coatings for a great variety of ap-
plications are an asset of Lankwitzer Lackfabrik 

http://www.european-business.com


Interview with Peter Mostögl, Managing Director of i+R Industrie- und Gewerbebau GmbH

The high-tech energy advantage
Prestigious headquarters, a modern production facility, a high-tech 
research center, or even a hotel – new premises are an expensive 
investment for any company. It is therefore vital that the design 
and development focuses not only on the appearance and func-
tionality of the shell of the building, but also on the technology 
and energy mechanisms within the structure, which must be ef-
ficient, effective and economical in the long-term. i+R Industrie- & 
Gewerbebau GmbH in Austria specializes in industrial and com-

mercial buildings which incorporate innovative and sustainable 
energy and technological installations.

i+R has significant experience in biogas installations, 
such as this one in Fulda, Germany 

In recent years, building tech-

nology has become incredibly 

complex with each new innovation 

resulting in clients setting more 

challenging design requirements 

when planning new premises. i+R 

saw the potential of this situation 

and decided to position itself as a 

general building contractor with 

a special focus on providing in-

novative technological solutions 

for energy and other technical 

interior facilities. “We wanted to 

specialize in managing highly 

complex developments,” explains 

Managing Director Peter Mostögl. 

“Technical installations make up 

28 to 30% of the overall building 

costs, so it is important that these 

aspects meet our clients’ needs 

precisely and incorporate the latest 

design thinking. There are many 

such elements in a building, and 

very often there are no suitable 

standard products. We have to cre-

ate a prototype for each situation, 

which sets us a new technological 

challenge every time.” Examples 

include building insulation, energy 

sources and distribution methods, 

and systems for control, regula-

tion, monitoring and reporting, as 

well as alternative energies such 

as solar power. The ultimate aim is 

to provide optimum working and 

environmental conditions and an 

ongoing oversight of the installation 

whilst achieving significant long-

term cost savings. i+R provides its 

clients with a comprehensive ser-

vice, undertaking the whole project 

from the search for an ideal site, 

project development and construc-

tion, internal finishing, through 

to handover of a fully completed 

building, engaging known and 

trusted specialist subcontractors 

where necessary; however, the 

company’s skilled and experienced 

engineers take ownership for 

the energy and other technology 

involved. “I compare us to a car 

manufacturer,” notes Mr. Mostögl. 

“We have a chassis, which is the 

building shell construction, and 

a motor – the energy and build-

ing technology. There should be 

strong synergies between the 

chassis and motor. This connec-

tion is our strength. We have a 

fantastic building system with great 

supporting processes.”

i+R operates on a business-to-

business basis, with industrial 

and commercial clients across all 

sectors. Typical projects include 

offices, factories, logistics cent-

ers, biogas installations, shopping 

centers and hotels. Among the 

companies on its impressive cli-

ent list are Europazentrale DMG 

Mori Schweiz AG in Winterthur, 

Switzerland, for which i+R project 

managed a prestigious office build-

ing, and the modern, high-tech 

Hymer Museum in Bad Waldsee in 

Germany. In Austria i+R developed 

office and production facilities 

for Salzmann Formblechtechnik 

in Hohenems and an industrial 

building for Erne Fittings. i+R is 

headquartered in Lauterach, from 

where all project initiation is man-

aged and, for Austrian projects, 

implementation is also undertaken. 

Branch offices in Oberbüren, Swit-

zerland, and Lindau, Germany, 

take care of project implementa-

tion in their respective countries. 

“At the moment, Germany is a very 

interesting area for us, especially 

Baden-Württemberg and western 

Bavaria,” says Mr. Mostögl. “We 

have also undertaken projects in 

the north, and our aim is to signifi-

cantly broaden our presence in the 

German market. We have been op-

erating in Switzerland since 2008. 
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It is a small market, and we want 

to further consolidate our position. 

Our approach there is different. 

The client tells us what the project 

should cost, and based on that, we 

advise him in which direction he 

should be thinking.”

i+R Industrie- & Gewerbebau 

belongs to the i+R Group, which 

was founded in 1905 as a sawmill 

and carpentry concern, and grew 

steadily to its current position, with 

a number of subsidiaries under-

taking industrial, commercial and 

residential developments, civil 

engineering, window manufacture, 

renovations, and wooden build-

ings. The last five years have seen 

the launch of i+R energie and 

i+R geotech, which partner with 

the other group subsidiaries to 

provide energy technology such as 

geothermal and photovoltaic instal-

lations.

Mr. Mostögl joined the company in 

1996 and undertook an appren-

ticeship in technical project man-

agement. He became particularly 

interested in building technology 

and recognized its future potential. 

In order to progress within the 

company, he studied business 

management and developed a par-

ticular interest and competence in 

marketing and strategic manage-

ment, eventually moving from his 

technician role into the manage-

ment function. This experience 

helped to shape his personal phi-

losophy and that of the company, 

of which training and personal 

development is a vital component. 

“I founded our in-house training 

academy for school leavers,” he 

explains. “All of our employees 

have come through such a system, 

and this helps us to achieve a high 

level of loyalty from our staff. Their 

skills are critical for our growth, 

enabling us to enter new market 

segments. To see a completed 

building is a very uplifting experi-

ence. When employees share this 

feeling and are fully committed 

to taking the company forward, 

and also experience the fun-factor 

– that is amazing. We have practi-

cally zero staff turnover. Almost 

every employee who begins their 

career with us stays here.” Integral 

to the culture of employee support 

is the approach of learning from 

experience. “We stand by what we 

do, even if something didn’t work 

so well,” continues Mr. Mostögl. 

“From a problem emerges a learn-

ing curve which is developed 

and documented. We talk about 

mistakes without criticism or es-

calation measures. Every mistake 

must be communicated because 

this error is intellectual capital for 

the company. We all learn from 

it, ensuring that it cannot happen 

again. Our employees completely 

support this philosophy.” Over the 

past ten years, Mr. Mostögl has 

also strongly influenced process 

management and has clearly 

aligned processes to customer 

requirements. Whatever the pro-

ject, everything business-related is 

subject to prescribed processes, 

enhancing the quality and reliabil-

ity of the service. 

The company currently relies 

heavily on word of mouth as a mar-

keting tool which, demonstrated 

by the constant stream of new 

projects, works extremely well. 

Over the next twelve months, how-

ever, specific sales and marketing 

activities will be strengthened to 

boost the company’s market pres-

ence. This is especially important 

because the building industry 

is in a constant state of change. 

There is an ever-decreasing sup-

ply of building land, particularly in 

Austria, where there is an extreme 

shortage. Added to this is the level 

of bureaucracy created by the po-

litical landscape. i+R is therefore 

looking at brownfield sites as an 

option for the future, demolish-

ing old buildings and using the 

site for new development rather 

than always seeking greenfield 

locations. The company has al-

ready achieved its original goal of 

becoming a full service provider 

for industrial and commercial cus-

tomers. Now the management is 

focusing on a new, long-term strat-

egy. “We cannot avoid trends such 

as digitization within the building 

industry,” concludes Mr. Mostögl. 

“We want to involve ourselves even 

more in building technology. That 

is very important to us. We are 

developing a vision which will carry 

us through the next ten years.” ❙ 

i+R specializes in energy and building technology, such as this installation for 
Schelling in Schwarzach, Austria 

i+R Industrie- und  
Gewerbebau GmbH
Johann-Schertler-Strasse 1 
6923 Lauterach 
Austria

 +43 5574 6888 2900 
 +43 5574 6888 2910

  industrie-gewerbebau@
ir-gruppe.at

  www.ir-industrie- 
gewerbebau.at
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Clever A/S
Støberigade 14, 3. sal 
2450 Copenhagen SV 
Denmark

 +45 82 303030

 kundeservice@clever.dk 
 www.clever.dk

Interview with Mads Bundgård Harder-Lauridsen, Head of Business Development at Clever A/S 

Paving the way 
        for electric mobility 
“The future of mobility is electric,” says Mads Bundgård Harder-Lau-
ridsen, Head of Business Development at Clever A/S. Convinced of 
the future potential, the Copenhagen-based company is engaged in 
making the future come true with smart solutions for fast and flexible 
charging systems. 

“We focused on combining cars 

with electricity as it was a com-

pletely new field, an exciting 

opportunity,” explains Mr. Harder-

Lauridsen. “In a project we tested 

electric cars and collected a huge 

amount of data showing that, if 

electric cars were to be a suc-

cess, we urgently needed a public 

charging system. Fast charging is 

required, and we found investors 

who enabled us to develop a solu-

tion.”

Clever developed a charging sta-

tion that is safe, convenient and 

fast, greatly reducing charging 

times. For use at home or in a 

network, Clever charging stations 

come with a payment system. “We 

offer a charging solution where 

whatever amount customers need, 

they pay a monthly flat rate of 80 

EUR,” states Mr. Harder-Laurids-

en. “Our charging system was an 

immediate success. Municipalities 

are our main customer group, fol-

lowed by companies and private 

customers. We help car dealers 

sell electric cars, and we also sup-

ply leasing companies, allowing 

them to lease out electric cars with 

charging equipment.”

Today, Clever has more than 500 

charging spots across Denmark. 

“We are the market leader in 

Denmark,” states Mr. Harder-Lau-

ridsen. “However, there are just 

12,000 electric cars – not enough 

for our model. We have not 

reached the break-even point yet. 

We have started export to Sweden, 

and now we are the market leader 

there. We want to take the concept 

to other countries, too.” 

With a staff of 30 in Denmark and 

ten in Sweden, Clever focuses 

on research and development, 

marketing and communication, 

The Clever station for charging electric cars at home is safe, simple and extremely 
fast  

The network of Clever 22 kW fast-charging stations for electric cars is safe and 
convenient

and making sure that the system 

works. Clever continues to pursue 

its successful approach of focus-

ing on car brands and car deal-

ers to market the products and 

services, a sound basis for future 

growth. ❙

http://www.european-business.com
mailto:kundeservice%40clever.dk?subject=European%20Business%20Q3%202016
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Haltian Oy
Yrttipellontie 1D 
90230 Oulu 
Finland

 +358 10 3223400 
 +358 10 3223499

 info@haltian.com 
 www.haltian.com

Interview with Heini Tuorila, Marketing Director at Haltian Oy

A talent for all things electronic
When it comes to technological skill and know-how, as the former location of Nokia, Finland 
is a rich talent base. When Nokia changed its organization in 2012, many of its most skilled 
engineers found new challenges with Haltian Oy, based in Oulu in northern Finland. Haltian 
was founded as a one-stop-shop for innovative electronic product development and internet 
of things (IoT) solutions. 

The privately-owned company 

made it a mission from the outset 

to retain within Finland the com-

petence developed over the years 

at Nokia, by motivating employees 

with global-scale product develop-

ment opportunities. Haltian began 

by developing wireless devices 

for customers. “All development 

is undertaken in-house and we 

outsource production, under our 

supervision, to another Oulu-based 

company,” says Marketing Director 

Heini Tuorila. “We can undertake 

the whole process for our clients, 

from the idea to the end product, 

or they can come to us for help 

at a particular stage of develop-

ment.” A perfect example of such 

a partnership is the Ouraring, a 

wellness ring which analyzes how 

the body responds to daily life; it 

monitors activity levels and sleep 

quality and, via a smartphone app, 

helps the wearer to adjust their be-

haviour to attain a better balance. 

“We created the electronics and 

the client undertakes the sales and 

marketing,” explains Ms. Tuorila. 

In 2014, Haltian began developing 

its own products and created the 

Thingsee One for the B2B mar-

ket, a platform with ten different 

programmable sensors which is 

used by developers when design-

ing IoT devices. More recently, the 

company has produced its first IoT 

product for the end user, which 

was initially conceived as a way of 

demonstrating what can be done 

with the Thingsee One. Snowfox 

is a small, colourful, user-friendly 

trackerphone with inbuilt location 

tracking and voice call functional-

ity, designed for children too young 

for smartphones. It was launched 

at the Mobile World Congress in 

Barcelona in February 2016 and 

will be available from October. 

There is currently a crowdfunding 

campaign through www.indiegogo.

com to support the worldwide 

launch of Snowfox. “It will be avail-

able at the end of 2016 in the UK 

and US, and we plan to launch the 

Snowfox in up to ten countries in 

the coming year, and to continue 

developing new products,” adds 

Ms. Tuorila. “We have significant 

experience in our field, and have 

learnt a lot of valuable lessons. 

We are flexible and our quality is 

superb. We will continue to hire the 

very best people; to fulfil our global 

aims, we will need to double our 

staff to 150 in the medium term.” ❙

Snowfox is Haltian’s first IoT product for the end user; a trackerphone 
which was conceived as a location tracker device for children, but is 
also ideal for runners and the elderly 

http://www.european-business.com
mailto:info%40haltian.com?subject=European%20Business%20Q3%202016
http://www.haltian.com
www.indiegogo.com
www.indiegogo.com
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Interview with Paul Cassiman, Commercial Director of ASSA ABLOY NV

Opening doors in all places
While in the past it was the simple lock that kept unwanted visitors out, complex security and 
safety solutions have rocketed lately. Reacting to the rising demand for sophisticated me-
chanical and electromechanical door closing and opening solutions, ASSA ABLOY, one of the 
global leaders in door opening solutions, has identified key products that make its customers’ 
world safer, more secure and more convenient. In Belgium, its subsidiary ASSA ABLOY NV, 
headquartered in Wemmel, offers the complete range of locks, cylinders, door control sys-
tems and more, bringing safety to private and industrial properties in Belgium and Luxem-
bourg.

Safety and security have always 

been the dominating aspects when 

coming to terms with general door 

opening and closing options for 

private, commercial and public 

buildings. In particular in past 

years, with the number of burgla-

ries soaring and acts of terrorism 

becoming an imminent threat, 

private house owners as well as 

small to large companies feel an 

urgent desire to vamp up their 

access control. 

ASSA ABLOY, which has been 

active in the market since 

1994 following a merger of the 

Swedish company ASSA and Finn-

ish ABLOY, knows what it takes to 

satisfy the demands of its custom-

ers. “We started as a regional sup-

plier of mechanical locks and have 

emerged as a leading supplier 

of total door opening solutions,” 

stresses Commercial Director Paul 

Cassiman. A look at the current 

portfolio reveals a large range of 

security doors, mobile keys, and 

electromechanical and electronic 

locks, as well as door closers, door 

automatics and access control 

smart cards. It is above all the vast 

portfolio of total solutions that has 

helped ASSA ABLOY to establish 

itself as a name to reckon with in 

the global market. 

Mr. Cassiman has been working 

for ASSA ABLOY in Belgium for 

19 years now. “I have always been 

thrilled by the innovative character 

and the large scale the company 

is active in,” says Mr. Cassiman. 

“ASSA ABLOY provides interesting 

opportunities, new products and 

new markets.” Following various 

mergers and acquisitions, ASSA 

ABLOY is now an established play-

er in Belgium, employ-

ing a workforce of 28 

people at its commercial 

heart in Wemmel and 54 

people working in Nieuw-

ASSA ABLOY has supplied 
door opening solutions 
and services to Résidence 
Palace in Brussels, used 
by the European Council

http://www.european-business.com
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ASSA ABLOY NV
Heide 9 
1780 Wemmel 
Belgium

 +32 22 477911 
 +32 22 161749

 info@assaabloy.be 
 www.assaabloy.be

poort, where assembly, logistics, 

R&D and administration are lo-

cated. The Belgian subsidiary is 

also responsible for Luxembourg. 

“We operate an assembly line, but 

there is no actual production active 

in our region,” says Mr. Cassiman. 

“We buy components from co-

subsidiaries and assemble them at 

our premises.”

For this year, ASSA ABLOY NV ex-

pects turnover of 30 million EUR, 

which is the equivalent of 11% 

growth, partly because it took over 

a co-subsidiary that alone has a 

turnover of one million EUR. “It is 

a huge advantage that customers 

find everything from A to Z involv-

ing doors at one address,” adds 

Mr. Cassiman. “We have a division 

ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems, 

including products for doors, elec-

tric doors, revolving doors as well 

as sophisticated access systems, 

and we are definitely the market 

leader in locks and cylinders.” 

While the prime focus is on solu-

tions that address the B2B market, 

ASSA ABLOY has also introduced 

an assortment for the DIY market. 

“Only recently, we have launched 

a new eco-friendly, smart lock so-

lution that is a simple and secure 

way of locking and unlocking doors 

without any physical keys,” stress-

es Mr. Cassiman. “ENTR gives the 

user access control to homes and 

offices by means of a smartphone, 

personal code, fingerprint reader 

or remote control, pushing access 

control to a new level in the field of 

door opening.” ENTR is probably 

one of the major future develop-

ments that will shape the way the 

market is turning within the com-

ing years.

Cylinders have always been at the 

heart of the company’s business 

and still generate about ten million 

EUR turnover per year. “We have 

50 people working at our assem-

bly site in Nieuwpoort. So this is 

an important field for us,” points 

out Mr. Cassiman. “Cylinders 

often have a technical patent for 

20 years, but after ten years the 

lifespan becomes too short to buy 

them any longer. So it is essential 

to keep on innovating. This is the 

most important product group for 

us.” Nevertheless, door closing 

and door operating systems are 

currently the company’s biggest 

success, generating three million 

EUR in turnover.

“We look at market evolutions 

and previews. At the moment the 

construction industry is still ex-

panding,” says Mr. Cassiman. “We 

are now active in supplying the 

healthcare market with our total 

solutions. We have supplied large 

hospitals in Mechelen and Knokke, 

amongst others.” In the coming 

years, ASSA ABLOY NV is going 

to focus on renovation projects 

for Belgian prisons, which will be 

subject to major renovation. “We 

predict that the residential market 

will see increasing growth. People 

are moving back into the cities. By 

2050, there will be a phenomenal 

move, so cities need new apart-

ment buildings, all with their own 

needs for door systems and other 

efficient security solutions,” stress-

es Mr. Cassiman. It seems that 

there are still many opportunities 

waiting ahead for ASSA ABLOY. ❙

ENTR allows users to control access to 
their home or office by means of a smart 
device

Cylinders have always been at the heart 
of ASSA ABLOY’s business

The door closer range DC is used 
for hotel rooms
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Interview with Willi Tünnissen, Managing Director of Messebau Tünnissen GmbH

Be different, stand out, be seen

With so many competing companies jostling for attention at industry-specific trade fairs and 
exhibitions, ensuring that your company stands out from the crowd means finding someone 
who can think beyond normal expectations. That company is Messebau Tünnissen GmbH. 
Founded in 1979 by Willi Tünnissen in his garage as a one-man operation, the company is 
now one of the leaders in a crowded field with an enviable customer base of long-term cli-
ents. Today, Tünnissen sets itself apart by seeking to set its clients’ presentations apart. In a 
competitive market, there is no gain to be had in merely following the crowd.

Messebau Tünnissen offers a full 

range of services aimed at helping 

its clients present themselves and 

their products and services in the 

best possible way at trade fairs 

and events as well as in their own 

premises. The company can offer 

a complete turnkey solution to all 

of its clients’ presentation needs 

from the design and construction 

of an interactive exhibition stand 

to the creation of a flaghip store’s 

interior design. “We take the com-

pany’s brand identity as the start-

ing point for our work,” outlines 

company founder Willi Tünnissen, 

who is still active at the helm of 

the company he created 37 years 

ago. “Everything stems from their 

corporate identity, and our aim is 

to present it in as distinctive, strik-

ing and memorable a fashion as 

possible.”

Exhibition stand design and con-

struction is where it all started for 

Messebau Tünnissen, and this 

continues to be the company’s 

main activity. Having won ma-

jor accounts such as Audi and 

DuPont early on in its history, 

the company was able to grow 

rapidly and acquire other house-

hold names. “We construct all of 

the exhibition stands and design 

events for Samsung throughout 

Europe,” says Mr. Tünnissen. “The 

client in this case is Samsung’s 

own PR agency, Cheil Germany 

GmbH, which is based in Schwal-

bach. In 2016, we will be at the 

ISE in Amsterdam and the MWC 

in Barcelona for Samsung. In the 

case of major accounts like this, 

we have to be able to operate on a 

Europe-wide scale to ensure that 

their corporate identity is the same 

wherever they decide to present 

themselves.”

Messebau Tünnissen’s turnkey 

solutions cover everything from 

planning and design to construc-

tion and installation. “We are not 

the cheapest in the market, but 

we are the best,” insists Mr. Tün-

nissen. “We are well known in the 

industry. Companies know us and 

the way we operate. We have a lot 

of very loyal customers.” Much of 

the company’s new business is 

acquired through word-of-mouth 

recommendations from satisfied 

customers. As well as large inter-

national companies, Messebau 

Tünnissen also works for a lot of 

small and medium-sized compa-

nies. A good example is Medtronic, 

which invented the implantable 

pacemaker. Tünnissen constructs 

15 stands for various medical con-

gresses and trade fairs attended 

by Medtronic each year. “Our 

bread-and-butter clients are drawn 

primarily from the automotive sec-

tor,” says Mr. Tünnissen. “We have 

worked for various BMW dealers 

since we first started and have also 

added Porsche and VW to our cli-

ent list since then.”

With such a long and varied histo-

ry, Tünnissen is well placed to rec-

ognize shifting trends and respond 
Tünnissen’s stand for Samsung at the MWC in 2016 uses light to draw the visitor’s 
eye to the stand
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47559 Kranenburg 
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accordingly. One of the biggest 

trends is the ongoing use of multi-

media. “The digital world is heavily 

influencing exhibition stand design 

and layout,” says Mr. Tünnissen. 

“Digital media use in trade fair 

stands has increased by about a 

third in the last few years, and I ex-

pect this to continue. Social media 

and live streaming help to expand 

the impact of the stand beyond the 

immediate environs of the exhibi-

tion and reach even more people 

than those visiting the event in 

person. Enhancing that experience 

is all part of the modern exhibition 

stand designer’s brief today.” How-

ever, this is just one extra string 

to the designer’s bow that also 

includes elements such as lighting, 

colour, seating and layout. The way 

each of these elements is used in 

the overall design will influence 

its impact on visitors. “We want to 

create a lasting impression – one 

that draws visitors in to the stand 

and lets them leave with a posi-

tive feeling,” says Mr. Tünnissen. 

“Trade fair stands are the ultimate 

blank canvas for a designer. Our 

skill lies in our ability to keep of-

fering our clients innovative and 

unique solutions that chime with 

their identity.”

Production takes place at Tün-

nissen’s 4,800 m2 workshops in 

Kranenburg, where the company 

employs 39 people. The company 

also has a design office in Cologne. 

At present, work is well under way 

for the IFA trade fair in Berlin from 

July to September 2016, where 

Tünnissen is so far building stands 

for Sony and Samsung. “Our 

strengths are competence, qual-

ity and value for money,” says Mr. 

Tünnissen. “But we also project 

a friendly, human face. I think 

personal contacts are the most im-

portant factor in our success.” As 

the face of the company for over 

35 years, Mr. Tünnissen is not yet 

ready to retire. At 70 he still enjoys 

the work and is not quite ready 

to give it up. “As long as I’m well 

enough to do it and I enjoy it, I will 

carry on,” he says. “The company 

is my baby. I have made it what it 

is today, and I also feel a responsi-

bility to my employees. I don’t want 

to give that up – not while it still 

brings me such enjoyment.” ❙

The massive Sony stand at the IFA in Berlin in 2015 just before the crowds descend

Tünnissen created this flowing stand for Sony at the IFA trade fair in 2015. The open 
layout lets visitors quickly find what they are looking for
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Interview with Ludo Gielen, Chief Marketing & Innovation Officer at Schoeller Allibert Group B.V.

The green alternative

Reduce, reuse, recycle is the mantra of those trying to fix the problems created by a throwa-
way society. One company that has the concept nailed is Schoeller Allibert. The European 
leader for returnable transit packaging (RTP) provides reusable plastic containers for a wide 
range of applications, helping reduce costs and material waste. With over 50 years of experi-
ence and a reputation for innovation, Schoeller Allibert enjoys a market share of 25% in the 
European market and is looking to expand its influence still further through a focus on strong 
organic growth.

With a 25% share of the European 

market, Schoeller Allibert is by far 

the leading supplier of RTP con-

tainers on the continent. The two 

companies that give the group its 

name were founded in 1958 and 

1962, respectively, and along the 

way the company has absorbed 

other leading names in the sec-

tor, such as Wavin Trepak, Arca 

Systems and Linpac Allibert, into 

its organization. “Schoeller Allibert 

has been formed out of numerous 

smaller entities over the years but 

can be said to be much more than 

the sum of its parts,” says Chief 

Marketing & Innovation Officer 

Ludo Gielen. “Each new acquisi-

tion or merger brought a comple-

mentary product range or expertise 

into the mix to enhance the larger 

group.”

Schoeller Allibert focuses on the 

seven key segments of agriculture, 

automotive, food and food pro-

cessing, beverage, retail, industrial 

manufacturing, and pooling. For 

each it provides an adaptable 

range of innovative products. “We 

offer a comprehensive range of 

standard and tailor-made RTP 

packaging solutions across ten key 

product segments: foldable large 

containers, foldable small contain-

ers, rigid pallet containers, bever-

age crates and trays, stackable 

and stack/nest handheld boxes, 

UN pails, foldable IBCs, pallets, 

and dollies,” says Mr. Gielen. “In 

addition to our standard models, 

we also offer a bespoke design and 

engineering service.” Each product 

group serves a special market. For 

example its small foldable contain-

ers are used in the fresh food sup-

ply chain from field to fork, reduc-

ing the need for repeated handling 

of the goods and thereby reducing 

spoilage of perishable fruits and 

vegetables. Stackable containers 

are frequently used in industrial 

manufacturing, where they are 

used for in-house stock manage-

ment and warehousing. Beverage 

crates are used in conjunction 

with a bottle deposit system that 

is widely used in countries such 

as Belgium and Germany. There, 

beer, water and fruit juice are often 

sold by the crate containing PET 

or glass bottles. When the crate is 

Chief Marketing & Innovations Officer and Member of the Board Ludo GielenSchoeller Allibert’s headquarters in 
Hoofddorp, the Netherlands

Maxilog® stacking rigid 
pallet containers
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full of empties, 

it is returned to the 

retailer, and the deposit paid is re-

funded. Crates and bottles can be 

reused several times, cutting down 

on the resources required to make 

new ones.

Schoeller Allibert’s containers are 

designed and manufactured in-

house from high-quality polymers 

that are 100% recyclable. Great 

care is taken with the design of 

each product with a view to opti-

mizing its lifespan, which is cur-

rently up to ten years in industrial 

conditions. “Our products repre-

sent the green alternative to dis-

posable packaging solutions,” says 

Mr. Gielen. “Our efforts are contin-

uously focused on reducing overall 

energy consumption and cutting 

CO2 emissions. Our products help 

polish our customers’ green cre-

dentials.” Schoeller Allibert has 

its own dedicated team operating 

the green transit packaging stream 

so that when a customer changes 

from a disposable to a returnable 

solution, the process is managed 

smoothly.

Innovation continues to be one 

of the most important drivers of 

Schoeller Allibert’s success. On 

average, the company launches 

at least one new product every 

month. “We recently launched a 

new vintage-style beer crate which 

combines the appearance of a 

traditional wooden beer crate with 

all the protection and marketing 

benefits of a modern distribu-

tion container,” says Mr. Gielen. 

Another innovation is the new 

EuroClick® range, which offers a 

host of unique benefits including a 

click booster to increase the height 

of the crate and a click holder to 

ensure 100% readability while 

optional drainage holes ensure that 

the containers meet fire safety reg-

ulations. “EuroClick® is a versatile 

transport container solution that 

grows with the customer,” explains 

Mr. Gielen. “Its innovative design 

enhances logistic efficiency and 

can be adapted to the customer’s 

needs as these change over time.”

Manufacturing takes place at nine 

factories throughout Europe and 

one in the USA. Including 

sales and 

production 

sites, Sch-

oeller Allibert 

has around 

50 subsidiar-

ies worldwide 

and employs 

a total workforce of 1,800 people. 

Turn-over is expected to reach 575 

million EUR this year. “We are a 

global player with a very strong Eu-

ropean footprint and a well-organ-

ized presence,” says Mr. Gielen. 

“The way the company has grown 

through acquisitions and mergers, 

we have a unique product range 

that includes a solution for any 

transit packaging requirement. Our 

goal for the future is to build on our 

strengths to increase our market 

share in Europe and strengthen 

our position in the global market. ❙

The new vintage beer crate for Krombacher combines a 
traditional appearance with all the protection and market-
ing benefits of a modern distribution container

Handheld stackable Autostore® 
crate used for automated handling

http://autostoresystem.com/

Foldable small container 
with wooden appearance 
for pooling, exclusively 
available via IFCO 
www.ifco.com

Schoeller Allibert is well-known for  
innovative products which meet the  
customers’ needs, such as the versatile 
transport solutions EuroClick®
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Interview with Justo J. Gallardo, Managing Director of BENVENUTO. Siegfried Leithäuser GmbH & Co. KG

Designs for gentlemen 
Suits are considered to be the fastest-growing segment of the men’s 

clothing industry. More men are choosing to wear both standard and 
tailor-made suits for all sorts of occasions, including parties, spe-
cial events and even in the workplace in many European coun-
tries. The suit market keeps evolving thanks to men’s clothing 
companies, such as BENVENUTO. Siegfried Leithäuser GmbH 
& Co. KG, and several types of suit are appearing in the fash-
ion industry – some more casual than others. These develop-
ments in menswear can be found all over the world, but are 
extremely popular in European markets. 

Siegfried Leithäuser is the holding 

company for the brand Benvenu-

to. This brand is greatly inspired 

by Italian designs and employs 

top-league Italian weavers to make 

its one-of-a-kind products. They 

create the most complicated piece 

of men’s clothing: the suit. This 

Italian influence mixed with Ger-

man intellect and organizational 

strategies makes this company 

very successful in the men’s suit 

industry. Benvenuto currently 

has two collections called Black 

and Purple. Black is geared more 

towards the business world and 

includes high-end luxury suits. 

Of course, the Black collection 

has several stylish suits to choose 

from, but one of its most unique 

ones is its Grand Traveller suit. 

This suit is designed specifically 

for businessmen on the go. It 

includes a pocket designed for 

either money or a passport, a 

pocket for your phone and many 

other features. All of the Black 

suits can be purchased in a variety 

of designs and colors. Purple is 

a bit more casual and consists of 

sharp-looking suits with modern 

and sporty pieces. In the Purple 

collection, men can choose from 

a variety of sports coats, button-

downs and pants and combine

them to create a stylish look. Cus-

tomers can also shop for casual 

t-shirts and comfortable, yet classy 

jackets to add to their outfit. Cur-

rently, Benvenuto is promoting its 

special product called the Sneaker 

Suit. This is a suit made of sev-

eral materials that make it water-

resistant and extremely casual.  In 

addition, the company recently 

added accessories to both of its 

collections, including a variety of 

belts, scarves and shoes. “In this 

industry, you have to observe the 

trends and give customers what 

they want,” explains Managing 

Director Justo J. Gallardo. “Right 

BENVENUTO. 
Siegfried Leithäuser GmbH  
& Co. KG
Heessener Strasse 22-28 
59065 Hamm 
Germany

 +49 2381 68601 
 +49 2381 686500

 info@benvenuto.de 
 www.benvenuto.de
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now, we are seeing a big trend in 

comfort, which is why we created 

the Sneaker Suit.” Other popular 

products that satisfy the demand 

for comfortable suitwear are the 

Flex Suit, an elastic suit made out 

of jersey material, and jogging 

pants, which can be worn with a 

very casual shirt. The company 

always attempts to be the fastest 

and most innovative suit provider 

in the mainstream market, and it 

succeeds by inventing products 

such as these. “We also try to 

think of something new – some-

thing the market has not seen 

yet,” continues Mr. Gallardo.

Benvenuto collections are sold 

in specialty and franchise stores 

as well as through its own online 

shop, although the latter is not as 

important as the partnerships with 

individual stores. Its customers 

are usually looking for high-end 

and high-quality attire. In fact, the 

company is on the same tier as 

luxury designers, such as Hugo 

Boss and Tommy Hilfiger. Ap-

proximately 33% of its products 

are exported to countries through-

out Europe, including the UK, 

Benelux, Italy, Spain and France. 

“Our ultimate goal is to increase 

exports to 55%,” says Mr. Gal-

lardo. “We recently expanded into 

Spain, and we want to strengthen 

our numbers particularly in Italy.” 

In the near future, people around 

the world will be able to stay up-to-

date with Benvenuto by download-

ing the company’s app, which is 

currently being developed. The 

app will contain tips for today’s 

trends as well as clothing com-

binations that fit the user’s style. 

Additionally, Benvenuto can be 

spotted at exhibitions, such as the 

Panorama exhibit in Berlin and 

others in Florence and Moscow. 

The company has many plans for 

the future. For example, it hopes 

to gain attention through its new 

showroom in the Netherlands and 

wants to build another one in Düs-

seldorf. The company also wants 

to universalize its look. It plans 

on renovating its stores by adding 

features that reflect its products. 

“Our high-end and luxurious look 

will be represented in all media,” 

explains Mr. Gallardo. “In shops, 

in magazines, on the radio and 

through our distributors. Everyone 

will clearly understand our style 

and aim.” By doing this, a vivid 

image of Benvenuto and its mer-

chandise will be present in the 

market. In addition, the company 

will become a benchmark brand 

in the countries where it is ac-

tive. Benvenuto not only strives 

to satisfy its customers, but also 

everyone else who contributes 

to its process. Procedures were 

changed at the beginning of this 

year in order to sastisfy the needs 

of the company’s traders, which 

proves that this company has self-

less priorities. By focusing on both 

the end consumer as well as the 

middlemen, Benvenuto ensures 

pleasant designing, producing, 

selling and purchasing experi-

ences for everyone involved. ❙

The Ewoolution sports coat from the 
spring/summer 2017 collection, made 
from the finest Italian wool mixed with 
a unique thread, giving a three-dimen-
sional light metallic look 

A FleXsuit from the Black Collection, 
spring/summer 2017 

Benvenuto Purple Clubsuit, a mix and 
match Broken Suit from the autumn/
winter 2016 collection

Benvenuto Black FleXsuit, a Broken 
Suit, also from the autumn/winter 2016 
collection

Florian Leithäuser, Managing Partner
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Interview with Frank Stratmann, Managing Director of Einrichtungspartnerring VME GmbH & Co. KG

Einrichtungspartnerring VME: 
A strong team 
‘Stronger together’ is the thinking behind Einrichtungspartnerring VME GmbH & Co. KG, 
which is headquartered in Bielefeld, Germany, but brings together furniture retailers through-
out the country and Europe. Thanks to its centralized purchasing and marketing activities, it 
helps its approximately 200 members maximize sales in a highly competitive sector. Its lat-
est initiative is the introduction of the INTERLIVING brand, its first nationwide product and 
retail brand. Through INTERLIVING, Einrichtungspartnerring VME intends to create a national 
brand identity that will help its members deal with the myriad of challenges facing them.

“INTERLIVING is our response to 

the fundamental changes currently 

effecting the furniture retail mar-

ket,” says Managing Director Frank 

Stratmann. “It provides a way for 

our members to challenge the 

dominance of the global brands 

by filling a previously unoccupied 

space with a strong, national 

brand for small and medium-sized 

furniture retailers.” INTERLIVING 

has been conceived as a brand 

for retailers who are members of 

Einrichtungspartnerring, which al-

lows them to position themselves 

in the market as distinct from the 

major chains. “The INTERLIVING 

promise to customers is ‘furniture 

made for me’,” explains Mr. Strat-

mann. “It acts as a unifier and 

demonstrates quite impressively 

the strength and common purpose 

of our association of retailers.” The 

ultimate goal is to increase footfall 

at member stores and thereby also 

sales. It aims to do this by com-

municating benefits such as the 

high quality and attractive price of 

INTERLIVING products, accompa-

nied by outstanding service.

Before launching the new INTER-

LIVING brand, Einrichtungspart-

nerring VME conducted extensive 

market research and analyses over 

the last twelve months. “The pres-

sure to advertise through national 

media such as TV, radio and news-

papers is growing ever stronger, 

even for regional retailers,” says 

Mr. Stratmann. “The increasing 

use of digital media also poses 

challenges for the sector. INTER-

LIVING is the perfect answer to all 

of these challenges. Together we 

can capitalize on our strengths on 

a regional and national level to es-

tablish a strong brand with nation-

wide significance. It will become 

synonymous with high-quality 

furniture at a fair price.”

The introduction of the INTERLIV-

ING brand is governed by a clear 

set of rules that help to ensure 

consistency across the board for a 

strong brand presence. “Of course 

none of our members is being 

forced to adopt INTERLIVING,” 

says Mr. Stratmann. “However, 

the advantages are so clear that 

the question in our minds is not 

whether they will participate in 

the project but to what extent.” 

The Einrichtungspartnerring VME 

members have four options avail-

able to them. Under the first op-

tion, the retailer retains his own 

brand name but simply integrates 

the INTERLIVING products into his 

The INTERLIVING promise to customers is ‘furniture made for me’. The high quality 
and attractive price of INTERLIVING products go along with outstanding service
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range. The second option involves 

combining INTERLIVING with the 

name of the furniture store. Alter-

natively, the INTERLIVING name 

can replace the original name of 

the store to be combined with the 

name of the town in which it is lo-

cated. If the retailer does not want 

to adopt the INTERLIVING brand, 

he will continue to receive the IN-

TERLIVING range to be sold under 

his own house brand. 

“In the coming months, we will be 

working together with our partners 

in the furniture industry to put to-

gether a broad product portfolio that 

will appeal to customers and gener-

ate positive sales for our members,” 

says Mr. Stratmann. “INTERLIV-

ING will have a positive effect on 

our entire range.” The new brand 

is also seen as an opportunity for 

manufacturers to preserve their in-

dependence from the global chains 

– a way to resist the pressure their 

dominance allows them to exert. 

For prospective new members to 

the association, the brand projects 

a clear signal: “The combination 

of an exciting brand, a clear vision 

and a strong retailer community of-

fers a great foundation upon which 

new members can build,” insists 

Mr. Stratmann. “Many furniture 

retailers who are not members of 

Einrichtungspartnerring VME have 

recognized the challenges facing 

the industry and are looking for 

answers. We hope that they will find 

those answers with us.”

Einrichtungspartnerring VME has 

been supporting medium-sized 

players in the furniture retail sec-

tor since 1964. Its roughly 200 

members together operate more 

than 400 furniture stores in Ger-

many, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, 

Luxemburg, Belgium and the 

Netherlands. The organization is 

one of the most innovative and 

dynamic retail associations in 

the market. “Small and medium-

sized furniture retailers tend to be 

relatively conservative in their ap-

proach,” explains Mr. Stratmann. 

“We believe we know what the 

important trends of the next three 

to five years will be and work to-

gether with our members to ensure 

they are prepared. At the moment, 

the top topic is digitization. We 

are showing our members how 

to respond to the digital revolu-

tion. For many of our members, 

the process seems daunting. We 

try to show them that it can be a 

big opportunity to win customers 

and increase sales.” Einrichtungs-

partnerring VME targets furniture 

retailers with a minimum annual 

turnover of around six million EUR 

and a display area of 6,000 m2. 

This represents the smaller end of 

the scale – many of the member 

companies are much bigger. “We 

represent a major slice of the Ger-

man furniture retail landscape,” 

says Mr. Stratmann. “Together we 

will master future challenges.” ❙

Einrichtungspartnerring VME presents its product ranges four times a year in its own 
12,000 m2 exhibition hall

Would you like to know more about INTERLIVING and the services of  
Einrichtungspartnerring VME? 

Contact us:
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Chaincables B.V.
Kreekweg 10 
3336 LC Zwijndrecht 
The Netherlands

 +31 880 234100

 info@schmittrotterdam.nl 
 www.schmitt-anchors.nl

Interview with Xander Scheffel, General Manager of Schmitt Anchors & Chaincables B.V.

A firm anchor for the shipping 
industry
While product quality is paramount, in most industries added-value service is equally impor-
tant. Among the most demanding sectors is the shipping industry where orders are generally 
on a very tight schedule and an order placed today often means the client really needed it 
yesterday. Schmitt Anchors & Chaincables B.V. in the Netherlands prides itself on its ability to 
respond quickly and comprehensively to its clients’ requirements.

Schmitt, established in 1862 and-

based in the Rotterdam Port area, 

supplies anchors, chaincables and 

accessories – both its own models 

and those of other manufactur-

ers – to shipping industry clients 

of all sizes, primarily in Europe 

but also worldwide. Recent years 

have been difficult for the shipping 

industry and management efforts 

have had to be fully focused on 

the core business, leading to more 

stringent demands than ever on 

suppliers; as a minimum a one-

stop-shop for delivery and instal-

lation is expected. This is where 

Schmitt excels. The supply of top 

quality anchors and chains is the 

basis of the company’s offering, 

meeting all the technical require-

ments of its clients and even 

sourcing steel cables or specific 

locks and fasteners from other 

suppliers where necessary. It also 

takes care of transport; whether by 

road across Europe, by air to Africa 

or shipped to the Caribbean, the 

company manages all the logistics 

on behalf of the client. Besides 

having its own quay facilities, the 

team can also carry out installa-

tions in other major cities like Ant-

werp, Rotterdam and Amsterdam. 

The service does not stop there 

however. Schmitt also takes away 

waste materials and even pays the 

client a good price for the scrap 

metal. “We give our clients a credit 

for the materials we take away,” 

explains General Manager Xander 

Scheffel. “We deliver them to a 

used metal dealer, a company also 

owned by our main shareholder.” 

Schmitt’s end-to-end service is not 

only comprehensive, but extremely 

fast. “We keep a stock of over 

12,000 t of anchors and chains, 

and can react very quickly to cus-

tomer requirements,” continues 

Mr. Scheffel. “When necessary we 

offer a 24/7 service; the shipping 

industry doesn’t close down in the 

evenings or at weekends, and nei-

ther do we. We have a young and 

dynamic team willing to do what-

ever it takes to satisfy our clients.”

Future plans include a new web-

site where clients can check stock 

and prices themselves and order 

outside of normal hours to speed 

up response times. “We continu-

ally seek to improve our service,” 

concludes Mr. Scheffel. “Recently 

commissioned 360° research 

will help us understand how our 

clients, suppliers and competitors 

view us, so we can ensure we have 

a robust and relevant strategy for 

the future.”

The company uses a floating dock alongside the ship for its 
installations

Schmitt takes care of all delivery logistics on behalf 
of its clients

Schmitt always has over 12,000 t of anchors and 
chaincables in stock for a fast turnaround of orders
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